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 18 

Abstract: 19 

Epileptic networks are characterized by two outputs: brief interictal spikes and rarer, more 20 

prolonged seizures.  Although either output state is readily modeled in silico and induced 21 

experimentally, the transition mechanisms are unknown, in part because no models exhibit both 22 

output states spontaneously.  In silico small-world neural networks were built using single-23 

compartment neurons whose physiological parameters were derived from dual whole-cell 24 

recordings of pyramidal cells in organotypic hippocampal slice cultures that were generating 25 

spontaneous seizure-like activity.  In silico, neurons were connected by abundant local 26 

synapses and rare long-distance synapses.  Activity-dependent synaptic depression and 27 

gradual recovery delimited synchronous activity. Full synaptic recovery engendered interictal 28 

population spikes that spread via long-distance synapses. When synaptic recovery was 29 

incomplete, postsynaptic neurons required coincident activation of multiple presynaptic 30 

terminals to reach firing threshold. Only local connections were sufficiently dense to spread 31 

activity under these conditions.  This coalesced network activity into traveling waves whose 32 

velocity varied with synaptic recovery.  Seizures were comprised of sustained traveling waves 33 

that were similar to those recorded during experimental and human neocortical seizures.  34 

Sustained traveling waves occurred only when wave velocity, network dimensions, and the rate 35 

of synaptic recovery enabled wave re-entry into previously depressed areas at precisely 36 

ictogenic levels of synaptic recovery.  Wide-field, cellular-resolution GCamP7b calcium imaging 37 

demonstrated similar initial patterns of activation in the hippocampus, although the anatomical 38 

distribution of traveling waves of synaptic activation were altered by the pattern of synaptic 39 

connectivity in the organotypic hippocampal cultures.    40 
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Significance Statement: When computerized distributed neural network models are required to 41 

generate both features of epileptic networks, i.e. spontaneous interictal population spikes and 42 

seizures, the network structure is substantially constrained.  These constraints provide 43 

important new hypotheses regarding the nature of epileptic networks and mechanisms of 44 

seizure onset.    45 

46 
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Introduction: 47 

Epilepsy is a disease characterized by an increased probability of seizures and brief, interictal 48 

population spikes (Tao JX, 2005; Karoly et al., 2016; Hassan M, 2017).  Thus to understand 49 

epilepsy, we need to know the mechanisms by which epileptic networks transition between two 50 

output states: interictal spiking and the generation of seizure activity (Jouny et al. 2005; 51 

Blauwblomme et al., 2014; Staley, 2015; Milanowski and Suffczynski 2016). The most widely 52 

accepted mechanistic hypothesis is a shift in the balance of excitation and inhibition (Dichter 53 

and Ayala, 1987; Treiman, 2001). This idea is based on classic pharmacological experiments 54 

(Matsumoto and Marsan, 1964; Ayala et al., 1973), but the inhibitory to excitatory shift is a 55 

statement of a potentially necessary experimental condition, not a mechanism (Staley 2015), 56 

and recent modeling suggests that a homogenous reduction in this ratio cannot explain all the 57 

behaviors of pathological networks (O'Donnell et al., 2017).   58 

Ictogenesis, i.e. the transition from the interictal to ictal state, is difficult to study.  Seizures are 59 

so named because these state transitions are abrupt, infrequent and unpredictable. This makes 60 

them unsuitable for study with modern cellular activity-dependent imaging techniques (Muldoon 61 

et al., 2015).  Conceptual computational models of epileptic neural networks can serve as 62 

important tools for understanding ictogenesis (O'Leary T, 2015), because all network 63 

parameters at the time of ictogenesis can be stored and then studied in detail.  64 

Sophisticated computational models of epileptic behavior have been developed (Lytton, 2008; 65 

Wendling et al., 2015). One class of computer models is exemplified by Epileptor.  This class of 66 

models produces oscillating output based on small sets of differential equations (Jirsa et al., 67 

2014; Cowan JD, 2016; Naze et al., 2015).  Interictal to ictal transitions are driven by changes in 68 

noise input and / or the value of slowly changing variables. These models provide important 69 

insights into theoretical aspects of interictal to ictal transitions. The strength of these models is 70 
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the condensation of massive numbers of network features into a handful of variables. This 71 

condensation enables important theoretical insights, but also limits the degree to which these 72 

models can guide experimental studies of synaptic mechanisms of ictogenesis (O'Leary T, 73 

2015).  74 

In distributed computer models, individual neurons are modeled and connected into networks 75 

(Traub and Miles, 1991; Markram H, 2015; Sietos 2016) . These models permit the study of the 76 

effect of network topology on the excitability of biophysically realistic distributed neural networks 77 

(Santhakumar et al., 2005; Morgan and Soltesz, 2008; Sabolek et al. 2012). Transitions 78 

between interictal spiking and ictal states have not been systematically studied using distributed 79 

neural networks.  Changes in external stimuli drove transitions from burst to tonic mode in a 80 

computational model of the thalamus (Baradi et al. 2015).  Reduction in excitatory strength 81 

drove the emergence of seizure-like activity in a distributed model of cortical networks (Van 82 

Drogelen et al. 2005, 2007). In these studies, ictal transitions occurred after alterations of model 83 

parameters or inputs – the network activity itself does not trigger spontaneous seizures. Brain 84 

states and network inputs change in vivo, so these are realistic approaches.  However interictal 85 

to ictal transitions can occur in the absence of state changes and external inputs, for example in 86 

isolated preparations (Buzsáki G, 1989; McBain et al. 19890; Gutnick et al. 1989; Dyhrfjeld-87 

Johnsen et al., 2010; Berdichevsky et al., 2012), and we adopted this approach to gain a more 88 

general insight into interictal-ictal transitions.   89 

The current work is a proof of concept study to test whether spontaneous transitions between 90 

interical spiking and ictal activity can occur in a distributed neural network model in the absence 91 

of external input, i.e. simply as a consequence of ongoing activity at synapses that undergo 92 

activity-dependent depression and recovery (Dobrunz and Stevens, 1997; Staley et al., 1998, 93 

2001).  Rewiring of neuronal circuits is a well-established mechanism of epilepsy following brain 94 

trauma (Tauck and Nadler, 1985; Prince et al., 2012), but the details of the connectivity 95 
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engendered by this rewiring are largely unknown. We therefore simulated different synaptic 96 

connectivity strategies to determine whether there were particular connectomes that were more 97 

likely to engender spontaneous transitions between interictal and ictal activity.   98 

A variety of wiring strategies can be used to connect neurons (Behrens and Sporns, 2012; 99 

Alivisatos et al., 2013; Oh et al., 2014; Reimann et al., 2015) . Small-world connectivity, in which 100 

most connections are local and some are long-distance, has been most frequently associated 101 

with epilepsy (Netoff, 2004; Kitano and Fukai, 2007; Lillis et al., 2015). Alternative connectivity 102 

strategies include scale-free (most neurons have few connections, but a minority, termed hub 103 

cells, have many), local (all connections are to near neighbors), and random (no effect of 104 

distance on connectivity probability)(Feldt et al., 2011; Bullmore and Sporns, 2012).  In this 105 

proof of concept study, interactions between synaptic properties (strength, activity-dependent 106 

depression, and recovery), synaptic connectivity, and network dimensions drove interictal-ictal 107 

transitions. 108 

109 
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Materials and Methods: 110 

Network Architecture: The model is a 2-dimensional single-layer neural network that 111 

approximates the sprouted hippocampal slice culture.  In this preparation, there are 112 

approximately 10,000 neurons (Liu J, 2017). The network therefore consisted of 10,000 neurons 113 

spread over a 100x100 grid, of which 9600 are pyramidal neurons, interspersed with 400 114 

interneurons. Principal cell and interneuron subtypes were not distinguished.  The interneurons 115 

are distributed uniformly over the network, and the pattern of synaptic connections between 116 

them depends on the connectivity scheme adopted. The synaptic strengths, or weights, for all 117 

synapses are chosen at random from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1, and were not 118 

changed during the simulations. An exemplary fraction of the network, sans connections, is 119 

shown in Figure 1A.  120 

Network connectivity: In 130 paired whole-cell recordings from hippocampal slice cultures, 121 

11% of the neurons were synaptically coupled (Table 1).    Because the pairs were tested for 122 

connectivity in either direction, i.e. 260 connections were tested, this represents a connectivity 123 

probability of 6%.   In a network of 10,000 cells, this represents about 600 synaptic connections 124 

per neuron, which is close to what was found in more detailed studies of cortical neurons 125 

(Markram et al. 2015).  Simulating the full complement of neuronal connections would entail 126 

10,000 neurons x 600 connections / neuron.  This would require 6 million synaptic updates per 1 127 

ms time increment, which was well beyond our computational capacity.  The total number of 128 

inhibitory and excitatory synapses was therefore kept constant at the maximum feasible number 129 

of ~400,000.  This represents approximately 40 inputs and 40 outputs per neuron.  While this is 130 

a simplification, it represents about 25% of the number of connections that were sufficiently 131 

strong to trigger an action potential in the postsynaptic cells (3.1% / 2 x 10,000 neurons = 160 132 

inputs per cell vs. the 40 that were modeled).   133 
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3 models of network connectivity were tested. In the first model, called the uniform connectivity 134 

model, every neuron is synaptically connected to neurons in its neighborhood, with the 135 

connection probability falling exponentially with distance (Traub and Miles 1991; Sabolek et al., 136 

2012; Figure 1C). The terms “neighborhood” and “local connections” refer to connections to 137 

neurons that are within a distance of 5 neurons in the grid shown in Figure 1A. Every neuron 138 

was connected using the same strategy. The drop in probability of connectivity with distance for 139 

the uniform connectivity schemes that were tested is shown in Figure 1B, and the associated 140 

parameters are listed in Table 2. 141 

In the second model, called the small-world network model (Watts and Strogatz, 1998), the 142 

majority of connections are within the neuron’s neighborhood. A certain percentage of those 143 

synapses are then rewired, connecting to neurons chosen at random from outside the 144 

neighborhood (Figure 1D). In the dual whole-cell recordings, we did not find an appreciable 145 

relationship between physical distance and the probability of shared synaptic connections 146 

(Figure 5C), so no distance dependence was included in the distribution of long distance 147 

connections.  The values for percentage of rewired long-range connections per neuron that 148 

were tested were 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50%. 149 

For both uniform connectivity and small-world connectivity, the number of input as well as output 150 

connections per neuron followed approximately a Gaussian distribution, with a mean of 35-40 151 

connections, and standard deviation of 4-7 connections. 152 

A number of real world networks fall into the third category of models – scale-free networks. In 153 

scale-free networks, the synaptic connections of the neurons follow a power-law (Figure 1E), 154 

and can be constructed using the Barabási-Albert algorithm (Barabasi and Albert, 1999). As the 155 

neurons in the current network are arranged in a lattice, the algorithm by Rozenfeld et al., 156 

(2002)  was used to construct scale-free networks. Figure 1E demonstrates the range of scale-157 
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free network configurations that were tested. In the configurations tested, every neuron had 5 to 158 

10 connections at the minimum, and 115 to 120 connections at the maximum. Once again, the 159 

probability of connections dropped with distance, with the vast majority of connections formed 160 

between neurons 5 to 10 steps of each other on the grid. 161 

Neuron model: The neuron model we utilized is a modified version of the Macgregor integrate 162 

and fire neuron (MacGregor and Oliver, 1974). Equations governing the model are detailed in 163 

(MacGregor and Oliver, 1974; Swiercz et al., 2006, 2007). They are reproduced here: 164 

E = e-(1+gK+GE+GI)/5 E + 165 

T = e-1/λ T + (1 – e-1/λ)(1 + cE)166 

gK = e-1/τ gK + bS167 

S =   1, if E ≥ T 168 

0, otherwise169 

Here, E is the change in membrane potential from resting membrane potential, T is the 170 

threshold for generation of action potential, gK is the excess potassium conductance over 171 

resting potassium conductance value, and S is the indicator of output spikes. The parameters 172 

evaluated include the data from 130 dual whole-cell recordings (Figure 5 and Table 1). 173 

For any given neuron, the incoming synaptic weights as well as neurotransmitter vesicles 174 

released onto the respective synapses are used to compute the excitatory and inhibitory 175 

synaptic conductances (Cios et al., 2004). The excitatory conductance GE and inhibitory 176 

conductance GI are computed as follows: 177 

GE = Σiwigei 178 
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GI  = Σjwjgij 179 

In the above set of equations, i represents all incoming excitatory synapses, and j represents all 180 

incoming inhibitory synapses. w represents the corresponding synaptic weights. ge and gi are 181 

the sum of products over time of alpha functions with the number of excitatory and inhibitory 182 

neurotransmitter vesicles released onto synapses. That is, 183 

ge = Σtαe(t)glutamate(t) 184 

gi = Σtαi(t)gaba(t) 185 

In the above equations, glutamate(t) and gaba(t) represent glutamate and GABA vesicles 186 

released at time t. The summation over time happens over the interval from current instance to 187 

150 ms prior to the current instance of time. The biexponential alpha functions for excitatory and 188 

inhibitory synapses, αe and αi are adapted from Cios et al. (2004) and described by: 189 

αe (t)=   (e-t/Te1 - e-t/Te2) 190 

αi(t) = -   (e-t/Ti1 - e-t/Ti2) 191 

The parameters used are tabulated in Table 2 and are based on Table 1 and Rothman and 192 

Silver (2014). 193 

Excitatory, inhibitory, and potassium conductances all contribute to the neuron's 194 

transmembrane potential. When the membrane potential exceeds the action potential threshold, 195 

an action potential is generated (without detailed modeling of sodium conductances). Every time 196 

an action potential is generated, the neuron's potassium conductance is incremented by a fixed 197 

value, hyperpolarizing the membrane potential away from action potential threshold so that the 198 
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neuron ceases firing. The potassium conductance then decays exponentially over time to the 199 

steady state value (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952; Traub and Miles1991). 200 

Single neuron dynamics: The responses of a single excitatory neuron to various values of 201 

external stimulating current are shown in Figure 2A. As the external inward current increases, 202 

the transmembrane potential E also increases until the action potential threshold is reached and 203 

the neuron fires. The time course of excitatory and inhibitory conductance responses of the 204 

neuron to synaptic release of 1 neurotransmitter vesicle are shown in Figure 2B. 205 

The release of glutamate and GABA at excitatory and inhibitory synapses contributes to the 206 

excitatory and inhibitory conductances of the post synaptic neuron.  3 - 5 simultaneously 207 

released glutamate vesicles will bring a resting neuron to action potential threshold (Table 1).  208 

The number of glutamate vesicles required to reach action potential threshold is affected by the 209 

current value of the membrane potential, the strength of the synapse, and by concurrent 210 

activation of GABAA receptors and potassium conductances.  211 

Synaptic depression and recovery: Further synaptic details were added to the Macgregor 212 

model of the neuron. The neurons release neurotransmitter vesicles containing GABA or 213 

glutamate into the synapses when they fire action potentials. Glutamate vesicles were also 214 

released spontaneously, independently of action potentials (McBain and Dingledine, 1992).  215 

These sources of glutamate-mediated synaptic activity were summarized in the glutamate 216 

release probability value. There was no fluctuation in the glutamate release probability over the 217 

course of a simulation, and no other inputs or externally-modulated membrane currents were 218 

applied to the neurons.  219 

Activity-dependent as well as spontaneous release of glutamate leads to a depletion of available 220 

glutamate vesicles, which in turn leads to short term synaptic depression (Roy et al., 2014). The 221 
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glutamate vesicles are then replenished over time (Rizzoli et al., 2005). The dynamics of 222 

replenishment and depletion were described respectively by:223 

NR(t+1) = NR(t)e-1/ τ
refill

 + NRmax( 1 – e-1/ τ
refill)224 

NR(t+1) = NR(t)( 1 – e-1/ τ
release) 225 

NR is the number of available glutamate vesicles for release, and NRmax is the maximum 226 

number of releasable glutamate vesicles. NRmax was drawn at random, for every synapse, from 227 

a uniform distribution with a maximum of 30 (Stevens and Tsujimoto 1995). The time constant 228 

for release, and the time constant for replenishment, , is 1 millisecond and 5 seconds 229 

respectively (Staley et al., 1998, 2001). Figure 3 illustrates the activity-dependent depression 230 

and recovery of the response of a synapse to incoming spike trains of varying durations. 231 

Every neuron in the network is assumed to have a finite number of releasable glutamate 232 

vesicles.  The initial value of releasable glutamate vesicles at the beginning of the simulation 233 

was set to be a random fraction of the maximum possible at every synapse.  234 

In the case of inhibitory neurons, a single GABA vesicle is released every time the neuron fires 235 

an action potential, with no activity-dependent depression.  Glutamatergic inputs to interneurons 236 

underwent synaptic depression and recovery with the same kinetics as pyramidal cell inputs. 237 

The model does not include subcellular compartments; G-protein linked receptors; sustained 238 

conductances underlying plateau potentials; ion accumulation and transport; or principal cell or 239 

interneuron subtypes. 240 

Experimental design and statistical analysis – computation model 241 

Population activity: The field potential of the network is calculated from the center of the grid, 242 

based on an approximately exponential decay of the contribution of an individual neuron to the 243 
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local field potential with physical distance (Linden et al. 2011). The potential values of the 244 

neurons were therefore multiplied by a two-dimensional exponential function located at the 245 

center of the grid (the virtual extracellular electrode position), and summed, to obtain the net 246 

field potential of the network.  Frequency dependence of volume conduction was not modeled.  247 

The equation had a space constant of 2 neurons on the grid. The relevant equation is: 248 

   249 

In the above equation, i and j are the row and column indices of the neurons along the grid 250 

respectively, N is the number of rows and columns in the grid, and ic and jc are the row and 251 

column indices of the neuron in the center of the grid. σ is the space constant. 252 

Interictal spikes are defined as simultaneous (i.e., within the same one-millisecond time interval)  253 

action potential firing in approximately 5% of neurons at its peak, such that the field potential 254 

generates a voltage transient of at least 0.3 mV (Dzhala and Staley, 2003).  Seizures are 255 

defined as repeated field potentials of at least 0.2 mV at a frequency of at least 2 Hz for a period 256 

of at least 10 seconds (Fisher et al., 2005), involving simultaneous action potential firing in 257 

approximately 0.5% of neurons.   258 

Spike propagation velocity: The propagation velocity of the spiking wave front was computed 259 

as follows: let i denote the group of spiking neurons in iteration (t), and let j denote the group of 260 

spiking neurons in iteration (t+5). For every spiking neuron in iteration (t), the minimum distance 261 

to a spiking neuron in iteration (t+5) is computed. The average of those minimum distances is 262 

then computed, and is then divided by iterations passed, to compute the velocity. 263 

 = ij , j = 1, 2 …m  264 
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In the above equation, n is the total number of spiking neurons in iteration (t), m is the total 265 

number of spiking neurons in iteration (t+5), and k is the number of iterations that passed 266 

between the two time frames under consideration – 5, in this case. 267 

Simulation procedure: Our network was programmed in C++ and heavily parallelized, and ran 268 

on a Linux Cluster. Time increments in the model were 1 ms.  A 5-minute network simulations, 269 

or about 300,000 1-ms iterations, took approximately a day to run.  In each time step, for every 270 

neuron, neurotransmitter release, both spontaneous and activity-dependent, was computed. 271 

Transmembrane potential and other parameters of every neuron were then updated. Neuronal 272 

spiking triggers activity-dependent glutamate release in the next time step and the various 273 

stages were repeated. Our code will be made available in ModelDB. 274 

Neurophysiology: 275 

Organotypic slice cultures: Organotypic slice cultures were prepared from P6-P8 C57BL/6 276 

mice of either sex using the roller tube technique (Gähwiler, 1981) for electrophysiology and the 277 

membrane insert technique (Stoppini et al., 1991) for imaging. The protocols were approved by 278 

the Massachusetts General Hospital Subcommittee on Research Animal Care. Briefly, isolated 279 

hippocampi were cut into 400 μm slices on a McIlwain tissue chopper (Mickle Laboratory 280 

Engineering). Roller tube slices were then placed on glass coverslips in roller tube cultures as 281 

previously described (Dyhrfjeld-Johnsen et al., 2010, Lilis et al., 2015). Following slicing, and 282 

before placing slices on the membrane insert, membrane slices were incubated for one hour in 283 

a viral incubation solution containing 5μL of AAV-hSyn-GCaMP7b (Addgene 104489) in 2mL of 284 

Gey’s balanced salt solution with 3mM kynurenate, and bubbled with 95%O2+5%CO2. Slices 285 

were then transferred to membrane inserts (PICMORG50; Millipore), which were placed in 286 

glass-bottomed six-well plates (P06-1.5H-N, CellVis). Both culture configurations were 287 

incubated at 5% CO2, 36°C in Neurobasal-A growth medium supplemented with 2% B27, 500 288 
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μm GlutaMAX, and 0.03 mg/ml gentamycin (all from Invitrogen). Growth medium was changed 289 

every 3–4 d.  290 

Electrophysiology: On the recording day, organotypic slice cultures were transferred to a 291 

submerged recording chamber and perfused with oxygenated (95% O2 and 5% CO2) ACSF 292 

(2.5 ml/min, 35 ± 0.5 °C) containing the following (in mM): 119 NaCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 3 KCl, 26 293 

NaHCO3, 11 glucose, 2.5 CaCl2, and 2 MgSO4.7H2O, pH 7.4, for 30 min before 294 

electrophysiological recording. Recording electrodes were pulled from borosilicate glass 295 

capillaries (Sutter Instruments) using a micropipette puller (Model P-97; Sutter Instruments) with 296 

resistance 4–7 MΩ when filled with internal solution containing the following (in mM): 120 297 

potassium (N = 23, Table 1) or cesium gluconate (N = 64, Table 1), 5 MgCl2, 0.6 EGTA, 30 298 

HEPES, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.4 Na2-GTP, 10 phosphocreatine-Tris, 5 QX-314 and 0.01 Alex Fluro 594 299 

Hydrazide (Invitrogen); 290 mOsm and pH was adjusted at 7.2 with CSOH. Dual whole-cell 300 

patch-clamp recordings were made from a pair of CA1 pyramidal neurons with visualization 301 

using infrared differential interference contrast optics and a camera on an upright Nikon Eclipse 302 

FN1 microscope. Signal acquisition was performed using a Multiclamp amplifier (Multiclamp 303 

700B; Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) with Clampex 10 software (Molecular Devices, 304 

Sunnyvale, CA). Signals were sampled at 10 kHz and filtered at 2 kHz. Data were stored on a 305 

PC for off-line analysis after digitization using an A/D converter (Digidata 1440A, Molecular 306 

Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). The resting membrane potential of neurons was measured in current-307 

clamp mode within 5 s of establishing whole-cell recordings to minimize the effect of internal 308 

solution on intrinsic properties of neurons, and other passive properties were measured 309 

immediately thereafter. Membrane potential was corrected for a liquid junction potential of -10 310 

mV (potassium gluconate) or -13.7 mV (cesium gluconate). Neurons with resting membrane 311 

potential less than −60 mV after correction of liquid junction potentials were discarded. Neuronal 312 
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input and access resistances were repetitively monitored during the experiment. Cells with 313 

changes of input and access resistance changes of >20% were excluded from analysis.  314 

Experimental design and statistical analysis – electrophysiology: Spontaneous EPSCs 315 

(sEPSCs) were collected at a holding potential of −70 mV, which is close to the calculated IPSC 316 

reversal potential. sIPSCs were also measured in the same neuron by raising the holding 317 

potential to 0–10 mV, a potential close to the EPSC reversal potential, to minimize the amplitude 318 

of concurrent sEPSCs. Postsynaptic currents were detected using custom software (DClamp; 319 

https://sites.google.com/site/dclampsoftware/home ). Cross-correlation of sEPSCs between two 320 

neurons was calculated using the peak time points of sEPSCs by MATLAB 321 

(RRID:SCR_001622).  322 

To detect a synaptic connection between a pair of patched neurons, an action potential burst 323 

was induced by a 600 pA, 400 ms current injection into first one, and later the other, neuron of 324 

the pair in current clamp configuration. The responses from the neuron injected with current 325 

(presynaptic neuron) and the postsynaptic neuron were measured by Clampfit 10.2 (Molecular 326 

Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). 327 

Anatomical imaging: After at least one hour electrophysiological recording, the same slices 328 

cultures were then transferred to a custom-built scanning microscopes for two-photon images 329 

collection. Two-photon images were acquired using custom-designed software and the scan 330 

head from a Radiance 2000 MP (Bio-Rad), equipped with a 20× 0.95 NA water-immersion 331 

objective (Olympus), and photomultiplier tubes with appropriate filters for YFP (545/30) and CFP 332 

(450/80). A Spectra-Physics Mai Tai laser (Newport), set to 810 nm, was used for two-photon 333 

excitation. Serial images of Alex Fluro 594 Hydrazide-filled neurons were collected with 2 mm 334 

steps. The imaging was reconstructed by ImageJ (RRID:SCR_003070) offline (Fig. 2 A and B). 335 
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Calcium imaging: After at least 5 days in culture, when GCaMP expression was sufficient, and 336 

spontaneous seizures had typically begun, slices were transferred to the imaging system. The 337 

imaging system is a custom inverted microscope constructed inside of a CO2 incubator (Figure 338 

4). The microscope comprises an Olympus MVPLAPO 2 XC objective (0.5 NA and 339 

magnification of 3.33× when coupled with the 150mm lens tube), a multi-peak 2-inch filter set 340 

(89402, Chroma), custom LED excitation sources (OSTAR Projection power, OSRAM), and a 341 

CMOS camera (GS3-U3-51S5M-C, FLIR). Slices were positioned using a motorized stage, 342 

equipped with a multi-well plate mount, enabling automated sequential recording of up to six 343 

slice cultures.  344 

Experimental design and statistical analysis – calcium imaging: Each slice was imaged for 345 

4 minutes at 10Hz, which essentially guaranteed that a seizure onset was captured in each 346 

movie. The entire movie was baseline-subtracted and a standard deviation projection was 347 

calculated to highlight the active neurons. The Fiji (RRID:SCR_003070) plugin TrackMate 348 

(Tinevez et al., 2017) was used to automatically identify regions of interest corresponding to 349 

~600 cells. Calcium traces were extracted as ΔF/F for the average of all pixels falling within an 350 

ROI. Sorted raster plots and onset time trajectories (Figure 12) were calculated by finding the 351 

time at which each cell first crossed a threshold of ΔF/F=10% during epileptiform events, which 352 

were classified as described above for the model.  353 

354 
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Results: 355 

Epileptiform activity in isolated organotypic hippocampal slice cultures 356 

Cultured hippocampal organotypic slices developed spontaneous epileptic activities beginning 357 

late in the first day after slicing, which can be detected by chronic calcium imaging observation 358 

(Lillis et al., 2015) and field potential electrophysiological recording (Dyhrfjeld-Johnsen  et al., 359 

2010). To establish some bounds on neuronal electrophysiological parameters, connectivity, 360 

and epileptiform activity in this preparation, we performed 130 dual whole-cell patch clamp 361 

recordings on CA3 and CA1 pyramidal neurons (Figure 5A). Whole-cell patch clamp recording 362 

revealed epileptic activities at the single neuron level (Figure 5B). 2-minute recordings of 363 

sEPSCs were collected 30 seconds after seizures, when polysynaptic activity was minimal 364 

(Figure 5B). To establish a measure of connectivity, the cross correlation of incoming sEPSCs 365 

between neurons were calculated. Figure 5C shows that cross correlation of sEPSCs gradually 366 

increased with age in culture.  There was no consistent relationship between physical distance 367 

between the recorded neurons and correlation across the range of 10 μm to 625 μm distance, 368 

where 625 um was the maximum distance between CA neurons in this preparation. Connectivity 369 

was also estimated between these pairs of whole-cell patched neurons also by triggering action 370 

potentials with depolarizing current injections into neurons (Figure 5D). Action potentials were 371 

broadened by the effects of cesium in the recording solution, which should increase transmitter 372 

release probability.  The responses of the presynaptic neuron and postsynaptic neuron were 373 

analyzed offline. When action potentials in the presynaptic neuron burst reproducibly induced 374 

postsynaptic excitatory post synaptic potentials (EPSPs) in the postsynaptic cells with a latency 375 

of < 2 ms, the neurons were considered to be connected in that direction (Figure 5D).  In 130 376 

pairs of dual whole cell recordings, 14 pairs were connected (~11%).  4 pairs (3.1%) had 377 

sufficiently strong synaptic connectivity to induce action potentials in the postsynaptic neuron.  378 

Pairs were tested bidirectionally (each neuron was tested as the presynaptic and postsynaptic 379 
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member of the pair), so the connectivity probabilities in table 1 are one-half these values.  380 

These properties and the other electrophysiological parameters of the recorded neurons listed 381 

in Table 1 were used as starting points for the computational networks in which we explored 382 

ictogenesis.   383 

Epileptiform activity in the computational model 384 

A wide range of connectivity and neuronal parameters could be used to create 10,000 neuron 385 

networks that generated spontaneous interictal spikes (Table 3; Figure 6A).  Networks 386 

generated spontaneous seizures under a more restricted range of tested parameters (Table 3). 387 

Networks generated both interictal and ictal activities under the most restricted set of 388 

parameters. A very extensive series of simulations was required to find the initial network 389 

structures and neuronal parameters that reproducibly generated both interictal and ictal activity 390 

in multiple networks that were created using the same parameters (Table 3; Figure 6B, C).   391 

Nonepileptiform activity was manifest as random action potentials in individual neurons driven 392 

by spontaneous, stochastic glutamate release. Epileptiform network activity was manifest as 393 

continuous, advancing traveling waves of spiking neurons as has recently been described in 394 

cortical recordings from epileptic patients (Smith et al., 2016) and disinhibited experimental 395 

cortical in vivo recordings (Rossi et al. 2017).  This pattern is described in more detail below.  396 

The calculated field potential during seizures ranged from 0.2 to 0.4 mV.  These values are 397 

within the range of what has been recorded in vitro in the organotypic slice preparation (Gutnick 398 

et al. 1989; Dyhrfjeld-Johnsen et al. 2010), although the best means to calculate the field 399 

potential from the activity of an in silico network are still being developed (Linden et al. 2011; 400 

Mazoni et al. 2015).   The duration of seizures ranged from the minimum of 10 seconds to 45 401 

seconds, similar to seizure duration in isolated preparations in vitro (Berdichevsky et al. 2013).  402 

On average, 57 neurons fired per millisecond during a seizure, with a standard deviation of 22 403 
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(computed for 3 seizures obtained in 5 independent simulations). In simulations with seizures, 1 404 

to 2 seizures were observed per minute of simulation time.  Lower frequencies of spikes and 405 

seizures could be generated using specific values of network parameters. For example, lower 406 

values of spontaneous glutamate release probability, lower values for NRmax, and higher values 407 

for replenishment time constant,  , all resulted in lower spike and seizure frequency. Figure 408 

6A illustrates a simulation with no seizures, and low spike frequency.     409 

Onset patterns of Interictal activity 410 

Figure 7A depicts the progress of action potential firing in neurons during an interictal spike 411 

episode that generated field potentials such as those shown in Figure 6A. The images show the 412 

grid of neurons, with every pixel value representing the transmembrane potential of the 413 

corresponding neuron. An interictal spike originated when a local group of neurons started to 414 

fire simultaneously. These groups could be recognized when at least 10-20 neurons within a 415 

local grid of 10x10 cells began firing.  The activity then spread radially from the group to 416 

synaptically connected neurons.  The interictal activity was often complex with more than 1 peak 417 

per spike discharge (Figure 6A).  The duration for 246 complex interictal spikes from 5 418 

independent simulations had a mean value of 396 ms and a standard deviation of 130 ms.  This 419 

duration is longer than for a single spike or sharp wave (< 200 ms by definition) but well within 420 

the typical duration of a complex interictal spike discharge (de Curtis et al. 2001). The output 421 

synapses of the neurons became depressed as releasable glutamate was depleted by repeated 422 

action potential firing and consequent glutamate release. This led to reduced excitatory input to 423 

postsynaptic neurons, reduction of action potential firing, and termination of the interictal spike. 424 

After the output synapses of the neurons recovered, low level random synaptic activity and 425 

action potential firing resumed. This took several seconds in simulations with low spike 426 

frequency, as has been observed experimentally (Staley et al., 1998, 2001; Le Duigou et al., 427 
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2014). Eventually, another group of neurons began to fire simultaneously, initiating the next 428 

interictal spike (Movie 1).  429 

Onset patterns of seizure activity 430 

Seizures arose from epochs of interictal activity (Figure 6B, C).  Ictogenesis was not triggered 431 

by stochastic peaks of spontaneous glutamate release; both spikes and seizures began with 432 

similar network-mean rates of glutamate release.  The rate of glutamate release (representing 433 

action potential-independent release (McBain and Dingledine, 1992) just prior to a seizure was 434 

also not unique: glutamate release in the 100 ms prior to a seizure was not significantly different 435 

than in any other period. For 3 seizures obtained in 5 independent simulations, the mean value 436 

of spontaneous glutamate release per ms, 100 ms prior to the seizure, was 8.9x10-3, with a 437 

standard deviation of 4.3x10-3. For 6 randomly chosen spikes in those very same simulations, 438 

the mean value of spontaneous glutamate release was 8.6x10-3, with standard deviation of 439 

4.4x10-3 per millisecond, comparable to those of seizures in the same simulations.   440 

Figure 7B demonstrates the progress of action potential firing in network neurons during a 441 

spontaneous seizure episode. Seizures only occurred when the network was partially 442 

depressed from prior interictal spike activity.  Under these conditions, the activity of more than 443 

one presynaptic neuron was necessary to activate the postsynaptic neuron (Figure 8A).  Long-444 

distance connections were too sparse to activate distant neurons (Figure 8B), so activity did not 445 

jump to distant areas of the network, as occurred during interictal spikes that were generated 446 

when synapses were less depressed (starred areas in Figure 6A).  The requirement for 447 

activation by multiple presynaptic neurons constrained activity to local spread.  This was 448 

because in small world networks only local synaptic connectivity was sufficiently high to 449 

engender the simultaneous activity of multiple presynaptic neurons (Figure 8B).  This constraint 450 

organized seizure activity into traveling waves (Figure 6B; Movie 2).     451 
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The wave-fronts of active neurons during the sustained seizure activity followed a logarithmic 452 

spiral pattern. Logarithmic spirals are patterns that appear frequently in natural phenomena 453 

(Hagan, 1982), they are self-similar spirals at every point of which the angle between the 454 

tangent and the radial line remains constant. This is in agreement with the wave-like and spiral-455 

like patterns that have been recorded from the cortex during experimental seizures (Huang et 456 

al., 2004; Viventi et al., 2011; González-Ramírez et al., 2015). 457 

Spike propagation velocity and available glutamate 458 

The propagation velocity of the spiking wave front was dependent on the average number of 459 

glutamate vesicles available for release in the neuronal neighborhood (Figure 8C). The higher 460 

the amount of releasable glutamate, the faster the spiking wave front moved across the 461 

network. The amount of releasable glutamate in the network was higher during a spike when 462 

compared to a seizure – the spiking wave front therefore moves much faster during an interictal 463 

spike than during a seizure. The mean velocity of 5 spikes across 3 simulations was 0.64 464 

neurons/msec, with a standard deviation of 0.2, compared to the mean velocity value of a 465 

seizure of 0.3971 neurons/msec. In a depressed network, cooperative, or nearly simultaneous, 466 

release at multiple synapses was required to generate a postsynaptic action potential. In small-467 

world networks, the probability of such cooperative release falls rapidly with distance, so the 468 

propagation is local and slow in partially recovered areas.  In fully recovered networks, sufficient 469 

glutamate is released from the sparse long-distance connections to trigger action potentials, so 470 

that the network activity jumps ahead of the activation wavefront and rapidly activates the entire 471 

network (Figure 6A and 7C).    472 

Spontaneous glutamate release probability 473 

The frequency of interictal spike events increased with spontaneous glutamate release 474 

probability at individual synapses. 5 independent simulations with 60000 1-ms iterations were 475 
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run for each value of the probability of glutamate release.  In Figure 9A, the change in network 476 

behavior with increase in the probability of spontaneous glutamate release at each synapse in 477 

the network is shown. Interictal spike frequency was proportional to the spontaneous glutamate 478 

release probability. Seizure duration was also proportional to glutamate release probability for 479 

low to moderate values of release probability.  Seizure duration fell at higher levels of release 480 

probability due to enhanced synaptic depression (Figure 9B). 481 

Effects of synaptic connectivity  482 

Both Interictal spikes and spontaneous transitions to and from seizures were only observed in 483 

networks with small-world connectivity. In these networks, 25% of the connections of every 484 

neuron in the network were long range.  Networks with varying degree of long range 485 

connections were then tested. The total number of connections was kept approximately the 486 

same, ~400,000, or 40 per neuron, across various simulations. 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50% of total 487 

connections were long-distance in different tests of small-world connectivity. 5 independent 488 

simulations with 60000 1-ms iterations were run for each percentage value. Spike frequency 489 

was highest in the networks with highest densities of long-range connections (Figure 9A). 490 

Seizures were most likely when 20% of connections were long range. Increasing or decreasing 491 

the percentage of long range connections from the 20% value resulted in shorter periods of 492 

synchronous activity that did not reach the 10 second minimum for seizure activity (Figure 9D). 493 

Networks with 30% of long range connections resulted in periods of sustained activity that were 494 

5 seconds or longer, but none were >= 10 seconds.  495 

Similarly, for uniform connectivity, the total number of connections was kept constant at 496 

~400,000, and 5 different values of neighborhood sizes were tested. Neighborhood size refers 497 

to the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution of local connectivity (Table 2). 5 498 
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independent simulations with 60000 1-ms iterations were run for each curve shown in Figure 499 

1D.  None of the tested neighborhood sizes resulted in seizures. 500 

Scale-free networks have a large number of neurons with a small number of connections, and a 501 

few neurons with a large number of connections. For this connectivity strategy, 5 different 502 

slopes of the log number of connections vs log number of neurons curve were tested (Figure 503 

1E). 5 independent simulations with 60000 1-ms iterations were run for each slope value. None 504 

of the tested network configurations resulted in seizures.  505 

Effect of disinhibition 506 

For network configurations that produced seizures and spikes, we also ran simulations where 507 

the release of GABA into the network was blocked. No discernible difference was observed in 508 

network behavior, and the network continued to generate seizures and spikes.  We then 509 

assessed glutamate release onto interneurons and found that activity-dependent depression of 510 

glutamatergic inputs profoundly depressed interneuron activity during spikes and seizures.  511 

Effect of spatial rearrangement 512 

Neurons in the hippocampus are not arranged in checkerboard fashion (Figure 1A).  In paired 513 

recordings, there was no relationship between physical distance and synaptic correlation 514 

(Figure 5C).  This spatial heterogeneity may explain why spiral seizure wavefronts have not 515 

been noticed in this widely-used preparation.  Figure 10 demonstrates that if synaptic 516 

connectivity is kept constant, but the physical locations of the neurons are scrambled, the spiral 517 

waveform (Figure 10A) is lost (Figure 10B). However, the effect on the field potential is much 518 

more modest: epileptiform activity persists, with only a phase shift (Figure 10C vs 9D).  This 519 

result supports the idea that, at least within the anatomical constraints of this simulation 520 

experiment, electrographic epileptiform activity is not dependent on the physical location of the 521 
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neurons.  This is in sharp contrast to the dependence on synaptic connectivity.  From this we 522 

can conclude that anatomical spiral waves are not necessary to generate electrographic 523 

epileptiform activity.   524 

As a second test of these ideas, we used wide-field single-photon calcium imaging of the entire 525 

hippocampal organotypic slice culture preparation after 5 DIV, when the culture was generating 526 

spontaneous seizure activity (Dyhrfjeld-Johnsen et al. 2010; Berdichevsky et al. 2012; Lillis et 527 

al. 2015).  Ictal wavefronts were not demonstrable by calcium imaging (Figure 11A).  However, 528 

the physical location of the neurons could be rearranged to demonstrate spiral ictal onset, and 529 

this onset persisted through the subsequent seizure onset (Figure 11B, C).  Once ictal activity 530 

was initiated, the neuronal calcium level remains high throughout the seizure, and it is no longer 531 

possible to discern traveling waves with this fluorophore.  These data also support the idea that 532 

the pattern of synaptic connectivity and the progression of ictal activity relative to synaptic 533 

recovery are important determinants of ictal onset, but the physical location of neurons is not.   534 

As another test of the biological feasibility of this mechanism of ictal onset, we recorded the rate 535 

at which neurons activated during interictal spikes and seizures.  The number of neurons whose 536 

calcium increased above resting levels and remained elevated was used as an assay of 537 

neurons that had begun to participate in epileptiform activity.  Figure 8C predicts that spike 538 

activity should spread more rapidly than seizure activity, i.e. that the rate at which neurons join 539 

ictal spikes should be higher than the rate at which seizure activity spreads through the network.  540 

Figure 8c also predicts that propagation failure should be even slower than seizure activity 541 

spread.   Figure 12 demonstrates that the initial rate at which neurons join spikes and seizures 542 

is very high, and that subsequently the rate falls off dramatically.  This is consistent with the 543 

predictions of Figure 8C and the simulations that show progressive reduction in activity 544 

propagation velocity as seizure activity begins (Movies 1 and 2).  Several spikes terminated with 545 

slow nonpropagated activity, consistent with the velocity of propagation failure in Figure 8C. 546 
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As a further test of the predictions of the ictal traveling wave model, we quantified the 547 

relationship between the predicted ictal network path length for the ictogenic wave velocity and 548 

the degree of recovery shown in Figure 8C.  For monoexponential recovery with a recovery time 549 

constant of 5 seconds, 500 ms is required to restock an average of 1.5 releasable vesicles at 550 

synaptic terminals that contain an average of 15 release sites, assuming that the synapse is 551 

completely depressed (no releasable vesicles) at the onset of recovery.  For the ictogenic 552 

velocity of 0.5 neurons / ms shown in Figure 8C, the ictal pathlength should be about 250 553 

synapses to provide sufficient time (500 ms) for the synapses to replenish sufficiently.  In other 554 

words, the ictal wavefront needs to sequentially activate 250 neurons before returning to the 555 

origin to re-activate the process again.  250 neurons is a reasonable pathlength given the 556 

geometry of 100 x 100 neurons.  The movies demonstrate ictal periods of about 500 ms, i.e 2 557 

Hz.   558 

In ictal onsets recorded in Figure 12C the ictal onset time from 3 to 4 seconds (shaded for 559 

clarity), during which about 20% of the population activates, is most informative.  The 560 

subpopulations that activate prior to 3 seconds do so abruptly, indicating much more rapid, pre-561 

ictal activity patterns (Figure 6 B,C).  20% of the slice population is about 2,000 neurons (Liu et 562 

al. 2017), corresponding to an activation rate of ~2 neurons / ms.  This is about 4 times faster 563 

than the velocities in the simulations.  However, the ictal velocity is calculated differently in the 564 

simulations – it is calculated as the shortest possible synaptic distance between the currently 565 

and previously active neurons. In the calcium imaging data, we don’t have a way to know which 566 

neurons lie on this shortest ictal pathway, and which neurons are extraneous to that pathway, 567 

so we count all newly active neurons.  The additional activation of neurons that lie off the 568 

shortest ictal pathway contribute to the velocity that is calculated as neurons / ms, resulting in a 569 

higher apparent conduction velocity.   570 
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While ictal wavefronts may not be demonstrable by cellular calcium imaging in the 571 

hippocampus, the principals of ictogenesis discovered in silico (active wavefront velocity in 572 

partly recovered small-world networks matching the rate of recovery and the dimensions of the 573 

network) appear to apply to hippocampal ictogenesis in vitro, although the physical distribution 574 

of the neurons precludes observation of spiral waves seen in more spatially homogenous 575 

neocortical preparations (Rossi et al. 2017).   576 

577 
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Discussion: 578 

These simulations demonstrate that distributed neural networks can generate both spikes and 579 

spontaneous seizures without external inputs or parameter adjustments. Seizures only occurred 580 

in partially refractory networks. Potassium conductances and GABA synapses are present in 581 

our model, but in the networks tested here, activity-dependent synaptic depression was the 582 

dominant mechanism of refractoriness.  Synaptic depression constrained seizure activity to a 583 

spiral wavefront of neurons firing action potentials.  Wavefronts occurred because cooperative 584 

glutamate release at many presynaptic terminals was necessary activate a postsynaptic neuron, 585 

and with small-world connectivity only local neurons contributed significantly to this cooperative 586 

release (Figure 8B). Wavefronts were quite thin, as has been observed in human patients 587 

(Smith et al., 2016).  In our simulations, interictal and ictal wavefronts of neurons firing action 588 

potentials were < 10 neurons thick.   589 

High levels of releasable glutamate vesicles available at recurrent excitatory synapses, i.e. 590 

minimal synaptic depression in the network, correlated with fast propagation of the spiking wave 591 

front as well as spread of activity by long-distance synaptic connections (starred areas in Figure 592 

6A; Figure 8B,C).  These processes led to rapid recruitment of the entire network into an 593 

interictal spike.  A low level of releasable glutamate at synapses in the network, i.e. widespread 594 

synaptic depression, was associated with a quiescent state, with scattered action potentials but 595 

neither seizures nor interictal spiking; synchronous activity might start local, but died out due to 596 

propagation failure (Figure 8C).  A slightly higher level of releasable glutamate (i.e. greater, but 597 

still incomplete, synaptic recovery) was associated with the slowest sustainable propagation of 598 

the wavefront of activity, and continuously re-entrant, seizure-like behavior (Figures 5B and 7C). 599 

In these models, a “barely recovered” network, with just enough glutamate to sustain firing of 600 

the spiking wave front, was most conducive to seizure-like behavior.  601 
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A similar conclusion can be drawn from the results of simulations in which spontaneous 602 

glutamate release probabilities were varied. Networks with high glutamate release probabilities 603 

burst frequently.  Networks with frequent release of glutamate also generated the most seizures 604 

per unit time, because network recovery from each burst transitions through a partially 605 

recovered state that is prone to generating a seizure. The pro-ictal effect of an interictal spike is 606 

strongly supported by the well-established “pre-ictal” or “sentinel” activity that precedes human 607 

seizures by an interval of 1 to several seconds (Huberfeld et al., 2011). The variability in the 608 

interval between the sentinel spike and seizure in human recordings has not been explained 609 

previously, but is most consistent with the increased probability of ictogenesis in partially 610 

recovered network states that we observed in our simulations.    611 

The first insight into ictogenesis obtained from networks that spontaneously transition between 612 

interictal and ictal states is that wavefronts of neuronal activity must propagate sufficiently slowly 613 

through partially recovered synapses that the synapses ahead of the active wavefront have time 614 

to recover prior to the arrival of the wave of neuronal activation.  This is analogous to fibrillation 615 

activity in cardiac tissue, where wavefront propagation matches recovery from a refractory state 616 

and thereby engenders sustained re-entrant activity (Comtois et al., 2005). This critical 617 

propagation velocity depends on the dimensions of the network, the number of incoming 618 

glutamate vesicles necessary to trigger an action potential, and the rate of recovery of the 619 

network.  The networks studied here could generate both spikes and seizures because the 620 

propagation velocity could vary as a function of the degree of recovery of the local synapses 621 

(Figure 13).  This key relationship arose from the requirement for cooperative presynaptic 622 

activation of the postsynaptic neuron by multiple partially-recovered synapses.  Long-distance 623 

connections were too sparse to utilize cooperative action, so activity could not jump ahead of 624 

the wavefront of activation.  Because only local neurons were likely to be connected to the 625 

postsynaptic neuron and firing, cooperative activation was local and therefore slower than 626 
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activity propagated via long-distance synaptic connections. This effect may underlie the 627 

intriguing finding that reducing glutamatergic synaptic strength resulted in ictal activity in a 628 

smaller distributed model of neocortex (Van Drongelen et al., 2005, 2007). 629 

In our simulations, we did not find seizures in networks connected uniformly, or in a scale-free 630 

manner that was not also small-world. In both of these connectivity schemes, for the parameters 631 

we tested, bursting by a group of neighboring neurons did not initiate propagating bursts in 632 

neurons located farther away. The spiking wave front propagated in a smooth manner, until it 633 

encountered the edges of the network. This behavior did not create pathways of recovered 634 

neurons that enabled reentry of the spiking wave front into the network, and hence did not 635 

generate seizures.   636 

The model presented here is conceptual and hypothetical.  The network is based on 637 

experimental data, but there are many elements of real neural networks that are not included 638 

(see Methods).  Nevertheless, the interictal-ictal transitions described here share five important 639 

features with clinical and experimental experience. First, seizures may be much less probable 640 

than spikes (Staba et al. 2014; Karoly et al. 2017) because of the narrow range of synaptic 641 

recoveries that make reentrant activity possible, vs the broad range of synaptic recoveries that 642 

engender spikes (Figure 13).  Second, seizure activity occurs in partially recovered networks, so 643 

the velocity of ictal propagation must be slower than interictal propagation through networks that 644 

are more fully recovered (Figure 7C and 11).  Third, in order to be partly depressed, the network 645 

must have undergone a recent activation in order to support seizure activity.  Such activation 646 

could be provided by pre-ictal spikes and rhythmic activities that precede seizures in human 647 

recordings (Ralston, 1958; Fisher et al., 1992; Bartolomei et al., 2004; Huberfeld et al., 2011). 648 

Fourth, the spiral wavefronts seen in these simulations have been recorded in the neocortex 649 

(Rossi et al. 2017), where the physical neuronal distribution is closer to the distribution of 650 

neurons in our two-dimensional model. Fifth, the model generated activity with the temporal 651 
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characteristics of spikes (homogenously brief) and seizures (two orders of magnitude longer, 652 

and of variable duration) established by clinical and experimental observations (Afra et al. 2008; 653 

Kim et al. 2011; Staba et al. 2014).   654 

The number of parameters explored over the several years of work on this project still 655 

represents only a tiny fraction of the parameter space of a 10,000 neuron network, and the 656 

number of parameters used to describe each neuron was also simplified.  The synaptic 657 

connectivity in the model (40 one-way inputs and 40 one-way outputs) represents a 658 

simplification factor of 4 in connectivity if only the strongest synapses are considered, and a 659 

factor of 15 if all synapses regardless of strength are considered.  These simplifications may 660 

reduce the accuracy of the simulations (Horwitz 2003), although the simplified network 661 

generates the fundamental result of ictal spiral waves that have recently been recorded in 662 

experimental and human seizures (Viventi et al. 2011; Gonzalez-Ramirez et al. 2015; Smith et 663 

al. 2016; Rossi et al. 2017).  Further, the simulations were run in a two-dimensional network.  664 

These simplifications were employed for practical reasons.  Expanding the number of synapses 665 

or network dimensions would have been prohibitive in terms of computational time and 666 

resources.  Our experimental experience with epileptic networks is based on acute and 667 

organotypic hippocampal networks that are largely 2-dimensional.  2 dimensional networks also 668 

facilitated the visualization of network activity.  Larger and 3-dimensional networks comprised of 669 

more realistically heterogenous neurons and synapses (Markram et al. 2015) would provide a 670 

more realistic number of paths for propagation of ictal wavefronts, which would likely expand the 671 

variety of ictogenic conditions.  However we would expect that these more complex networks 672 

would still demonstrate that seizure probability is dependent on synaptic depression and 673 

recovery, coalescence of spiking activity into traveling wavefronts, the propagation velocity of 674 

these wavefronts, and network dimensions. 675 
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Neurons in biological networks are not laid out in a grid as in Figure 1. Imaging of the activity of 676 

individual neurons will therefore lead to more complex ictal activity patterns that may not look 677 

like logarithmic spirals (Figure 11).  However, in real networks with these more complex 678 

anatomical synaptic distributions, the spread of ictal activity is still congruent with the 679 

relationship we describe between the dimensions of the network, the velocity of spread, and the 680 

rate of synaptic recovery (Figure 12).  Spatial rearrangement of synaptic connectivity 681 

demonstrates consistent spiral waves in the calcium imaging data (Figure 11).   More regular 682 

patterns of synaptic connectivity in the neocortex, particularly after imposition of homogenizing 683 

conditions such as the blockade of inhibition (Sabolek et al. 2012), produce more obvious ictal 684 

spiral waves (Viventi et al., 2011; Gonzalez-Ramierez et al. 2015; Smith et al. 2016). We did not 685 

investigate the effects of network inhomogeneities, but it may very well be that local changes in 686 

the density of recurrent synapses, such as might occur in a damaged, gliotic hippocampal 687 

network (Blümcke et al., 1999; Thom, 2014), would slow the propagation of the wavefront of 688 

neural activity and thereby increase the probability of ictogenic reentrant activity.     689 

Electrical brain stimulation is now being used to prevent seizures, although the mechanisms are 690 

not known (Fisher and Velasco, 2014).  Understanding the relationship between pre-ictal 691 

activity, the resulting induced refractoriness, and the consequent seizure probability (Figure 8B), 692 

may provide the framework for developing more effective anticonvulsant stimulation strategies. 693 

Our next steps are to transfer the insights gained from this model to biological experiments in an 694 

isolated preparation that undergoes spontaneous interictal to ictal transitions such as the 695 

organotypic hippocampal slice culture preparations (Lillis et al., 2015) in order to develop 696 

strategies to interrupt or prevent ictogenesis. 697 

698 
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Legends: 922 

Figure 1: Network architectures.  A: Example of a fraction of the 100 x 100 neuron network – 923 

the black nodes represent inhibitory neurons, and the white nodes represent excitatory neurons. 924 

Connections between neurons depend on connectivity pattern adopted. However, there are no 925 

recurrent connections between inhibitory neurons.  B, C.  Differences in uniform vs. small-world 926 

connectivity patterns. A circular distribution of neurons is used for purposes of illustration.  B: 927 

uniform connectivity model, where the connection probability drops exponentially with distance 928 

(measured in numbers of neurons from source). C: Small-world connectivity model where 10% 929 

of connections are long range.  D: Connection probability vs. distance for the uniformly 930 

connected networks that were tested.  E: Scale-free network curves that were tested, showing 931 

the number of connections vs number of neurons in log scale.   932 

Figure 2: Single neuron membrane and postsynaptic properties.   A:  Response of a single 933 

excitatory neuron to injected current pulses.  B, C: Excitatory and inhibitory conductance 934 

response curves of the excitatory neurons in response to synaptic release of a single transmitter 935 

vesicle. 936 

Figure 3: Activity-dependent depression and recovery of synaptic responses. The response of a 937 

synapse to incoming spike trains of varying durations and timing is shown.  The synapse has 20 938 

releasable glutamate vesicles (NRmax = 20).  At t =0, there are 15 vesicles available for release, 939 

so NR(0) = 15. A: The pattern of incoming action potentials to the axon terminal.  Insets show 940 

activity at an expanded time scale.  B: Glutamate available for release at the synapse after 941 

transmitter release based on the action potentials in A.  C:  The number of glutamate vesicles 942 

released at the synapse in response to the incoming spike train.  943 

Figure 4: Schematic of imaging system. A custom microscope built inside of a CO2 incubator 944 

comprises LED excitation light sources, a camera, a 4× 0.5 NA objective, and a motorized 3-945 
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axis stage. Together, these components enable high resolution from a large field of view 946 

(encompassing the entire slice culture) and sequential, automated acquisition from up to 6 947 

samples.  948 

Figure 5: Dual whole-cell recordings in the hippocampal organotypic  slice culture. A: Two filled 949 

cells demonstrating extensive apical and basal dendrites that extend across the physical 950 

dimensions of the slice.  From a dual whole cell recording on the fifth day in vitro (DIV 5) in 951 

which pipettes contained Alexa Fluor 594 (10 uM).  B: Seizure activity in dual whole cell 952 

recordings at DIV 11 (ictal data was not used for correlation). Spontaneous excitatory 953 

postsynaptic currents (sEPSCs) recorded 30 seconds after seizures (lower zoomed recordings) 954 

were used for correlations. C: sEPSC correlations between neurons increased from 0.05 on 955 

DIV0 to 0.2 on DIV 15-19, consistent with increased connectivity as suggested in A. However, 956 

the correlation between neurons did not decrease with distance. The average cross correlations 957 

are: 0.05 ± 0.01 (DIV 1, gray dots, n=22 pairs), 0.12 ± 0.01 (DIV 5, cyan triangles, n=32 pairs), 958 

0.18 ± 0.02 (DIV 8, dark red squares, n=24 pairs) and 0.14 ± 0.02 (DIV 11, red dots, n=21 959 

pairs).  D: Recording from a pair of CA3-1 pyramidal neurons that were considered to be 960 

synaptically connected based on the temporal correlation between action potentials in the 961 

presynaptic neuron (“pre”; action potentials widened by cesium pipette solution) and excitatory 962 

evoked responses evoked from resting membrane potential in the post synaptic neuron 963 

(“post”;also recorded with cesium pipette solution).   964 

Figure 6: Interictal and ictal activity in the artificial neural network.  A: A simulation with low 965 

spike frequency, and no seizures – lower values of NRmax (15), spontaneous release probability 966 

(0.01), and recovery rate (glutamate replenishment time = 8 sec) were the contributing factors. 967 

The voltage scale for the inset is the same as that of the main figure.  B, C:  Interictal to ictal 968 

transitions. The frequency of seizure-like behavior is proportional to the spontaneous release 969 
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probability of glutamate. B: Spontaneous glutamate release probability = 0.01.  C: Spontaneous 970 

glutamate release probability = 0.05.   971 

Figure 7: Spread of epileptiform activity through the network.  A: top panels: Plots of membrane 972 

potential of each neuron in the network illustrates action potential propagation during interictal 973 

spiking activity in a 100 x 100 principal cell and 20 x 20 interneuron network with small-world 974 

connectivity (the interneuron grid is visible in frames due to high levels of inputs). Illustrated 975 

frames are 5 milliseconds apart. The organized wavefront visible in the first panel is not 976 

sustained due to rapid spread of activity via long-distance connections (white stars). Lower 977 

panels: Glutamate available for release per synapse in the network during spiking activity shown 978 

in top panels.  B: Top row: action potential propagation during seizure activity.  Every frame is 979 

50 milliseconds apart. Bottom row: Glutamate available for release per synapse in the network 980 

during seizure activity shown in top row.  981 

Figure 8: Relationship between synaptic depression, conduction velocity, and epileptiform 982 

activities.  A: The number and distance of firing presynaptic neurons for neurons that fired 983 

during seizures and spikes in a particular simulation. For seizures, the firing presynaptic 984 

neurons were located within its neighborhood. For spikes, the firing presynaptic neurons were 985 

located all over the network.  B: Schematic of the varying influence of long-distance vs. local 986 

connections on the spread of epileptiform activity.  Using the network layouts from Figure 1, the 987 

red arrow represents a long-distance synaptic connection in a small-world network that spreads 988 

activity when synaptic depression is low and a single synapse can activate a postsynaptic 989 

neuron.  In contrast, when synapses are more depressed, more than one synapse is necessary 990 

to actvate a postsynaptic neuron.  Under these conditions, only the local connections (blue) are 991 

sufficiently dense to support coincident activation of more than 1 synapse. This constrains 992 

activity to local propagation, which is slower than via long-distance connections.  C: 993 

Relationship between releasable glutamate at presynaptic terminals of neurons in the 994 
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neighborhood (neighborhood being neurons within a 3x3 grid of the spiking neuron under 995 

consideration) and velocity of propagation of the spiking wave front.  Fast propagation velocity, 996 

supported by high mean releasable glutamate levels, produced rapid activation of the network 997 

(spike, green). Slow propagation, caused by lower amounts of releasable glutamate led to a 998 

collapse of the wavefront (propagation failure, red). A narrow band of propagation velocity, 999 

resulting from moderate amounts of releasable glutamated, produced sustained reentrant 1000 

waves (seizure, blue).  1001 

Figure 9: Spontaneous glutamate release probability and occurrence of seizures for small-world 1002 

networks – A: Maximum duration of continuous activity in seconds vs spontaneous glutamate 1003 

release probability value. B:  Average frequency of spikes in Hz vs spontaneous glutamate 1004 

release probability value. The frequency of spikes was computed over five 60 second 1005 

simulations for each spontaneous glutamate release probability value.  C: Percentage of 1006 

random long range connections in small-world connectivity scheme and occurrence of seizures.  1007 

Maximum duration of continuous activity in seconds vs percentage of long range connections. 1008 

D: Average frequency of spikes in Hz vs percentage of long range connections. The frequency 1009 

of spikes was computed over five 60 second simulations for each long-range connectivity 1010 

percentage. 1011 

Figure 10: Observing spiral seizure structure: field potentials.  A: Membrane potentials (white = 1012 

action potential, blue = resting membrane potential) at seizure onset in network model, as in 1013 

Figure 3.  B: Same time point, after network locations of neurons were scrambled (transformed). 1014 

Synaptic connectivity was not scrambled. C, D: Scrambling the network location as in B 1015 

changes the phase, but otherwise has minor effects on local field potentials.   1016 

Figure 11: Observing spiral seizure structure: calcium imaging.  A: Time of onset of ictal Ca2+ 1017 

increase in individual neurons in an organotypic hippocampal slice culture that was generating 1018 
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spontaneous seizure activity (Lillis et al. 2015).  B: The anatomical location of neurons in A were 1019 

transformed using onset time to create a logarithmic spiral pattern similar to the network model 1020 

(Figure 7). Each spiral blade represents a unique onset time, i. Cells were evenly placed on the 1021 

blade for 0<t<1 using the equations  and   C: 1022 

Using the identical neural network locations for the next spontaneous seizure yields a similar 1023 

ictal onset pattern. 1024 

Figure 12: Rate of propagation of ictal vs interical activity: calcium imaging.  A: Raster plots of 1025 

the time at which neurons activated during spikes and a seizure.  600 neurons were imaged 1026 

using GCaMP7b, and arranged in the raster plot according to the time at which they activated 1027 

(crossed a threshold of 10% ΔF/F) during the onset of the spontaneous seizure beginning at 80 1028 

seconds into the recording.   B: Network average of neuronal calcium signals.  C: Raster plots of 1029 

sequential interictal spikes and seizure shown in panels A and B, arranged according to time of 1030 

increase in calcium during each individual event.  Seizure is plotted in red; spikes are green.  1031 

Initial rates of activation are similar for spikes and seizures.  However, the rate at which activity 1032 

propagates after the intial activation is much slower for both the seizure and the nonpropagated 1033 

spike activity, consistent with the modeling shown in Figure 7.    1034 

Movie 1: Movie of neuronal spiking activity during interictal spike activity. Color corresponds to 1035 

membrane potential for each cell (wherein warmer color tone = more depolarized). The video is 1036 

shown at 0.03× real-time. The rapid propagation of the interictal spike wavefront is further 1037 

accelerated by long-range projections which initiate new wavefronts, rapidly synchronizing the 1038 

entire network.  1039 

Movie 2: Movie of neuronal spiking activity during seizure activity. As in Movie 1, color 1040 

corresponds to membrane potential for each cell and the video is shown at 0.03× real-time. This 1041 

movie takes place immediately following the spiking in Movie 1. The rapidly synchronizing 1042 
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spikes are replaced by a slow travelling wave, which did not initiate additional distal wavefronts 1043 

due to synaptic depression.  1044 

 1045 

1046 
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Table 1: Neural parameters from dual whole cell recordings. 1047 

Table 2: Model parameters 1048 

Table 3: Network connectivity and excitability:  1049 

For the connectivity table, spontaneous release probability per second = 0.05. For the spontaneous 1050 

release probability table, connectivity = small-world, with 25% of connections long-distance. The term 1051 

long-distance refers to connections to neurons that are more than 5 neurons away from the index neuron.  1052 

Uniform connectivity, σ = standard deviation of the Gaussian connectivity probability distribution, 1053 

connectivity probability being the probability of connecting to a neuron at increasing distance from index 1054 

neuron.  1055 

Small-World connectivity, p = percentage of long-distance connections 1056 

Scale-Free connectivity, λ = exponential in power-law for scale-free networks, explained below. 1057 

In scale-free networks, the probability P(k) that a node in the network has k connections to other nodes in 1058 

the network follows a power-law – that is, P(k) ~ k-λ 1059 

5 independent simulations were run for each of the listed configurations. 1060 

1061 
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Table 1: Electrophysiological parameters from whole-cell recordings 1062 

Parameter Median Standard deviation N 

RMP, mV -71 5.6 64 

Act Pot threshold, mV -49 5.4 64 

RMP – AP threshold, mV 20.5 7.4 64 

Input resistance, M  169 62 64 

Capacitance, pF 129.4 38.2 23 

Time constant, ms 13.5 3.1 23 

EPSP amplitude, mV 3 4.5 12 

Tested CA1 pairs   130 

Fraction coupled pairs   6% 

Fraction pairs (with  
postsynaptic action 
potentials) 

  1.6% 

1063 
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Table 2: Model Parameters 1064 

Parameter Explanation Value 

E Resting membrane Potential, 

mV 

Initial value = 0 

T Action Potential Threshold,  

mV 

Initial value = 1 

gK Ratio of K conductance over 

resting K conductance value 

Initial value = 1 

GE Excitatory synaptic 

conductance 

Initial value = 0 

GI Inhibitory synaptic 

conductance 

Initial value = 0 

λ Time constant for action 

potential threshold decay, 

msec 

15 

c Coefficient of sensitivity for 

action potential threshold 

adaptation 

0.75 

 Time constant for decay in K 

conductance, msec 

20 – excitatory, 10 - 

inhibitory 

b Increment in gK 

conductance after spiking 

20 – excitatory, 10 - 

inhibitory 

Te1 Excitatory conductance 

alpha function parameter 

0.2 

Te2 Excitatory conductance 

alpha function parameter 

10 

Ti1 Inhibitory conductance alpha 

function parameter 

0.2 

Ti2 Inhibitory conductance alpha 

function parameter 

20 

 1065 
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Table 3: Network connectivity and excitability:  1067 

Connectivity Spikes Seizures 

Uniform, 2σ2 = 10 Yes No 

Uniform, 2σ2 = 15 Yes No 

Uniform, 2σ2 = 20 Yes No 

Uniform, 2σ2 = 25 Yes No 

Uniform, 2σ2 = 30 Yes No 

Small-World, p = 10 Yes No 

Small-World, p = 20 Yes Yes 

Small-World, p = 30 Yes No 

Small-World, p = 40 Yes No 

Small-World, p = 50 Yes No 

Scale-Free, λ = 2.0 Yes No 

Scale-Free, λ = 2.5 Yes No 

Scale-Free, λ = 3.0 Yes No 

Scale-Free, λ = 3.5 Yes No 

Scale-Free, λ = 4.0 Yes No 

 1068 

Spontaneous Release 

Probability 

Spikes Seizures 

1 x 10-5 Yes Yes 

5 x 10-5 Yes Yes 

1 x 10-4 Yes Yes 

5 x 10-4 Yes Yes 

1 x 10-3 Yes No 
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